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Colloidal alchemy: Conversion of polystyrene nanoclusters into gold


Abstract: Isotropic plasmonic clusters consisting of a controlled number of gold satellites around a silica core are fabricated from silica/polystyrene tetrapod, hexapod, and dodecapod templates. The synthetic pathway includes stages of site-specific seed adsorption, seed-mediated growth, and iterative etching/regrowth to reshape the satellites into spheroids. Transmission electron microscopy and electron tomography provide evidence of the symmetry of the clusters. This work paves the way for a comprehensive study of their optical properties.

Although there are many synthetic routes to colloidal molecules (clusters of colloidal micro- or nanoparticles with interesting morphologies), it remains a great challenge to simultaneously control their composition, morphology, and yield. In terms of composition, clusters of spherical gold particles are desirable because of their potential extraordinary optical properties, including chiro-optical response and metafluid behavior.[1] In terms of morphology, some of the most interesting structures are the Platonic solids—for example, tetrapods (tetrahedra), hexapods (octahedra) and dodecapods (icosahedra)—because these morphologies have isotropic optical properties. In terms of yield, methods are needed that produce clusters at the gram scale for use in applications. It is therefore necessary for the methods to be capable of high yield (50% or greater) to avoid the need for separation, since typical separation methods such as density gradient centrifugation[2] are difficult to scale beyond milligram quantities.

Existing synthetic methods do not yet meet all three of these criteria. A common way to make colloidal molecules is to aggregate a small and controlled number of spherical colloidal particles into robust clusters. Several aggregation techniques using organic scaffolds have been reported,[3] which include DNA programmed self-assembly,[4] rigid phenylacetylene derivatives,[5] pseudorotaxanes,[6] benzyl azides,[7] and bifacial DNA origami.[8] However, the clusters obtained from these molecular templates are often restricted to tiny gold building blocks and to small aggregation numbers (up to four). More recent techniques that rely on biomolecular templates show promise for enhanced control. For example, genetically engineered cowpea mosaic viruses were used as templates for assembling twelve gold nanoparticles with icosahedral symmetry,[9] and polyhedral DNA origami frames were used to direct the assembly of 46-nm gold colloids.[10] Nevertheless, the assembly of larger and therefore heavier gold particles (density: 19.3 g cm⁻³) remains a challenge, because such particles sediment rapidly.

In this paper we demonstrate an alternative approach to these self-assembly routes. Instead of aggregating particles together, we create colloidal templates with high yield and well-controlled morphology, and then perform the in situ synthesis of gold satellites. The method is based on previous work in which we fabricated dimpled particles from highly symmetrical silica/polystyrene (PS) multipod-like clusters—tetrapods, hexapods and dodecapods. The silica/PS clusters are obtained at the gram scale by a seeded-growth emulsion polymerization of styrene in the presence of silica spherical particles. Their high symmetry and yield (70-80% of each morphology) result from the specific features of the growing PS nodules. They have a moderate contact angle with the silica seed, perfect sphericity, the ability to move around the surface of the seed to optimize their position, and size-monodispersity, which results from a rapid nucleation stage and the presence of surfactant molecules that delay coalescence.[11]

While these clusters satisfy two of our three criteria—control over morphology and high yield—our previous synthetic process is limited to PS for the reasons noted above. Thus we seek a general strategy to transform silica/PS multipods into silica/gold analogues (Scheme 1). The PS satellites can be dissolved and the silica core regrown to yield particles with concave dimples. The bottoms of these dimples retain some grafted PS chains that may be aminated[12,13] or thiolated[14] and therefore become sticky to gold nanoseeds. We recently showed that decorating these dimples with thiol groups does not lead to sufficiently well defined...
Here we report a successful recipe using amine-modified dimples. The resulting clusters consist of a controlled number of spherical gold satellites with Platonic morphologies, which can be produced in high yield. We prepared precursor silica/PS tetrapods with a morphological purity of 73% (Table S1, Figure S1a). We then increased the silica core diameter from 52 to 110 nm. Dissolution of the PS satellites yielded four dimples of 80 nm diameter and a depth of 30 nm (Figure S2a). We previously showed that PS residue remains at the bottom of the dimples with number-average and mass-average molar masses higher than 500,000 and 900,000 g/mol, respectively. We modified these macromolecules by chloromethylation and amination, as verified indirectly by IR absorption spectroscopy (Figure S3). Finally, we tagged the modified residue sites at the bottom of the dimples (Figure S4) with gold nanoseeds (2-5 nm, obtained by Duff’s recipe), as we reported previously.

We investigated the growth of gold satellites from these attached nanoseeds, using formaldehyde as a reducing agent and a gold plating solution consisting of an Au(OH)$_4^-$ complex generated in water from HAuCl$_4$ and K$_2$CO$_3$. This recipe is well known for coating continuously aminated silica-based particles with gold. To our knowledge it has been used for selective local growth only once before, for obtaining gold semishells from silica Janus particles.

We found that the gold growth may be confined more strictly within the dimples when prior to the PS satellite dissolution stage, the silica surface — that is, the convex regions — is rendered hydrophobic by treatment with propyltrimethoxysilane, prior to the PS satellite dissolution step (Figure S5). Under these conditions, regardless of the amount of gold plating solution used, TEM images showed well-defined patterns of dark and bright regions at the surface of the silica particles, corresponding to the gold deposits at the dimples and the bare convex portions of the silica core (Figure 1). The majority of the particles were decorated with four gold deposits in proportions consistent with the initial purity of the precursor tetrapods (73%). The Figure 1 insets show that the gold deposits consist of agglomerates of gold nanoparticles. As the plating solution volume increases, the gold deposits increase in thickness but maintain an oblate spheroidal shape that conforms to the dimple’s surface (Figure 2). For the greatest volumes of plating solution that we used, the gold satellites reached an average diameter of 115 nm and an inter-satellite gap of about 12 nm. The satellite shapes were quite irregular, having a rough surface even after three or more regrowth cycles. We
tried heating the system to make the surface of the satellites smooth by increasing the surface mobility of the gold. After we thermally annealed the system via microwave irradiation from 100 to 180°C (generating an autogenous pressure of 1 to 20 bars), the shape of the silica cores changed and the gold coalesced into dense and irregularly shaped independent particles (Figure S6). Conventional heating at 190°C for 12 h in ethylene glycol made the gold satellites more spherical, but at the expense of detachment of some of them from the silica cores. We found that the fraction of tetrahedrally coordinated silica/gold clusters decreased (Figure S7).

We obtained more symmetric clusters by performing iterative oxidative etching and regrowth sequences at room temperature. We conducted oxidative etching according to a recipe recently optimized for transforming polyhedral gold nanoparticles into spherical ones.\textsuperscript{18} It uses HAuCl\textsubscript{4} as oxidant and polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (PDDA) to complex AuCl\textsuperscript{4-} and AuCl\textsuperscript{2-} ions and to promote their oxidation to Au\textsuperscript{0}. The oxidation of Au\textsuperscript{0} to AuCl\textsuperscript{2-} or AuCl\textsuperscript{4-} is normally negligible due to the large negative values of the standard oxidation potentials (-1.154 V and -1.002 V versus a normal hydrogen electrode, respectively). However, PDDA forms complexes with AuCl\textsuperscript{4-} and AuCl\textsuperscript{2-} ions as they are formed, which shifts the equilibrium. The reaction occurs by slowly dissolving metallic gold, selectively removing edges and vertices while leaving the bulk of the crystal structure intact. From preliminary etching experiments, we concluded that the optimal amount of etching agent is 25 mol\% with regard to the amount of gold present within the gold deposits. Under these conditions, the gold satellites became denser and spheroidal. Greater amounts of etchant, such as 50 mol\% and 75 mol\%, led to severe etching and removal of most gold satellites (Figure S8). The results of subsequent regrowth were irregular, with gold satellites evolving from spheroids to seemingly random morphologies (Figure 3). However, the gold satellites became denser and spheroidal again after a subsequent etching step.

We extended our synthesis strategy to hexapods and dodecapods. We prepared precursor silica/PS hexapods and dodecapods with morphological purity of 62\% and 74\%, respectively (Figure S1b/c). After silica regrowth and PS dissolution, the final diameter was 145 nm for the particles with six dimples (30 nm depth) and 178 nm for the particles with twelve dimples (46 nm depth), as shown in Figure S2b/c. Following the same procedure that we used for the tetrapods, we obtained well-defined silica/gold hexapods and dodecapods as shown in Figure 4. The gold satellites are spheroidal, monodisperse, and arranged symmetrically around the silica cores, as characterized by electron tomography (Figure 4e). The morphological composition of the finished silica/gold multipods is very similar to that of the silica/PS precursors (Table S1), which shows that our recipe is very efficient, preserving the silica core shape and avoiding substantial loss of gold satellites.
In conclusion, we have developed an efficient protocol for fabrication of gold clusters with the symmetries of Platonic solids. The yield depends on that of the silica/polystyrene templates and could be further improved by optimizing the template synthesis, as we have already demonstrated. Moreover, this recipe is versatile in that other templates may be easily synthesized, such as bipods, tripods, octopods, and nonapods. Lastly, these clusters may be produced on a large scale, as the templates are readily fabricated in gram quantities. This work establishes a synthesis route to a suite of clusters whose morphology, size, and chemical composition can be independently varied. This report paves the way for a comprehensive study of their optical properties, and offers novel, unique plasmonic nanostructures, which may be suitable for many applications.
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We report an efficient recipe for converting highly-symmetrical multipod-like silica polystyrene clusters into silica/gold replicas.
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